A market allocation decision is related to the choice of media effectiveness, media budget etc. especially when advertising is required in a market. Usually in real decision making problems related to advertising, the goals, the constraints and the outcomes of actions are uncertain. In this paper we investigate the problem of choice of suitable media options and allocation of the available advertising budget amongst them. The problem is formulated as interval linear programming problem where uncertain environment is described by interval numbers. Sensitivity analysis of the proposed decision model is performed.
Introduction
Media selection and allocation problem by using linear programming is considered by Bass & Lonsdale (1966) . Charnes et al. (1968) , Lee and Kwak (1999) investigate model for media selection on base of goal programming. In (De Kluyver, C.A. 1978) the author proposed linear programming models for media selection with hard and soft constrains. Mihiotis and Tsakiris (2004) analyzed state-of-the-art of study related to advertising planning. Bhattacharya (2009) considers goal programming model to choose a number of advertisement in different media and find optimal allocation of the budget. Multicriteria decision making approach is used by Jha and Aggarwal (2012) for optimal allocation of advertising media under fuzzy uncertainty.
State-of-the-art of existing works shows that research results on decision making on suitable media options and allocation of advertising budget under uncertain environment is very scarce.
In this paper we investigate the problem of choice of suitable media options and the related allocation of the available advertising budget. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some preliminaries about interval numbers and interval programming are presented. Then the statement of the decision problem of market allocation is described in Section 3. Model of the optimization of choice of media options and budget allocation is designed in Section 4. In Section 5 we present solution of the problem and sensitivity analysis of the model. Section 6 concludes.
Preliminaries
Interval number (Dawood, 2011) 
 . An interval number [ , ] x x is a closed and bounded nonempty real interval, that is 
